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Abstract—This research deals with subject of fatigue analysis for steel jacket platform due to the effect of waves loads using power 

spectra statistical analysis. Two dimensions analysis was carried with the base of structure represented as ficed and elastic support in 

which finite element method FEM was used via SAP2000 V20 software to estimate the joint stresses. The fatigue age of the joint was 

found by S-N curves and fracture mechanism. For loading enticipated, 15 sea state was taken during one year using modified Pierson-

Moskowitz equation and Airy theory applied to find the velocities, and acceleration offf waters particles which need in Morison's equation as 

applied load one they members off structure for which  Morison's equation consist of drag force and inertia force. Also, transform function 

was employed in junction with Morison's equation to carried out power spectra density and the calculated stresses converted to 

concentration stresses by using stress concentration factor obtaining from three methods such as Visser, Kuang et. al. , and Kellog. Finally, 

the fatigue analysis was achieved for four joints which chosen from the structure, two near still water level and two near mudline (seabed) 

to be able of analysis of the structure sufficiently and the assessment of the structure for fatigue and calculate age of the joint depended on 

two methods during this study (S-N curves such as AWS-X modified curve, BS-F curve, and DNV curve) and (fracture mechanics 

approach). The results showed that the stresses were more for elastic base  leading to decreasing of the structure life where increasing of 

the stress cause failure of joint to be greater but with defferent ratios which given as 14% when used AWS-X modified curve, 13.8% for BS-

F curve, 13.84% for DNV curve, and 16% for fracture mechanics approach. In S-N curve method BS-F curve is the critical case in fatigue 

assessment, BS-F is 2.93 times of AWS-X modified and 5.35 times of DNV curve. Also, we noticed the difference between this study and a 

proposed structure the difference is 10.7% when used S-N curve method and 8.42% when used fracture mechanics approach.   

Index Terms— Fatigue; Power Spectra; SAP2000 V20 Program; S-N Curve; Fracture Mecanism. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

he Jackets structures are type of steel offshore structures that 

are build with way form shoreline and are called as (jackets), 

and this name originates from the start days of the offshore 

industry when atrussed structures [1].  The jacket platform consist of 

tubular members interconnected to make a three-dimensional struc-

ture, and components are fabricated and assembled at onshore after 

that transport to an offshore locate and installed. Usualy, offshore 

requires to design complex, and complicated process. Design for 

offshore structures must be safety against extreme hostile environ-

ment that can be predicated only with a great deal of uncertainty, 

they are rest on a soil whose properties and behavior vary randomly 

and are known only to approximate degree of accuracy [2,3]. 

In 2018 Imanol Martinez Perez et. al. [11] reportrd  a fatigue analysis 

study of mooring chains under Tension Loading using a multiaxial 

fatigue criterion for two different mean loads. The paper present an 

example of the implementation of the Dang Van fatigue criterion for 

studying the fatigue behavior of mooring chains under tension. It 

quantified the effect of the mean load on the fatigue lifetime and the 

failure location. Furthermore, it also proposed a simplified approach 

to reduce the complexity and the computational time of the fatigue 

analysis using Dang Van fatigue criterion as follows: in the first part 

an example of the fatigue assessment was reported. Two different 

loading conditions with the same load amplitude but different mean 

loads were studied. The assessment method was based on two steps: 

a mechanical analysis and a fatigue analysis. In the second part, a 

simplified fatigue assessment method was proposed in which a ratio 

between the fatigue lifetimes of two loading conditions have the 

same load amplitude but different mean load, is formulated. This 

ratio has been obtained analytically using the geometric representa-

tion of the Dang Van fatigue Criterion. Finally, the paper ends with a 

discussion, based on recent works, regarding the formulation of the 

locus of the Dang Van criterion and the fatigue properties used for 

the calibration of this criterion. 

In 2019 Romali Biswal et. al. [12] performed a study to aimed a real-

istic fatigue life estimation of the monopile structure using opera-

tional service loads recorded by online monitoring systems. Fatigue 

damage analysis has been conducted at the circumferential weld 

joints using finite element (FE) method by considering geometrical 

and material property discontinuities. Global-local modelling of the 

OWT was performed in as-welded condition to capture the local 

stress range at the weld toe, which acts as the critical site where 

cracks are most likely to initiate and propagate. The S-N fatigue de-

sign approach and maximum stress range at the weld toe have been 

used to determine the fatigue crack initiation life in monopiles. The 

results from the proposed approach show that a realistic life assess-

ment can be made on monopile structures by accounting for the ge-

ometrical effects at the circumferential welds. 

Finally in 2019 Moises Jimenez-Martinez [13] reviewed a 

statistical analysis of statistical fatigue damage assessment for 

stochastic loadings which used to reduce loads with low 

damage contribution, while the uncertainties from external 

sources. The process required a generatation of a spectrum to 

perform the accelerated tests. Subsequently, the spectrum can 

be extrapolated, which increases the damage and reduces the 

testing time. In his work, a review of the main types of 

offshore structures is presented, including a description of the 
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main statistical signal process analysis. In addition, a review 

of the damage model used in offshore analysis was presented. 

The process could modelled as a Gaussian or narrow-band 

process, depending on the variable amplitude loading which 

generates a random process due to waves.  

2 THE STUDY IMPORTANCE  

This study deals with the evalution of lifetime fatique of 

offshore structure beginning from the sea state repsentation 

as random processes passing to many various teqniques and 

reaching to applied the S-N and fracture mechanics 

approaches. Unfortunly, this subject involves many parts in 

which each part required different mathd in formulation its 

function such as sea state representation, load estimation, 

problem analys, stress determination, tand fatique 

assessment. These different aspect are not given explain in 

most refrences dealing with this subject, therefore this paper 

aims to describe and the illustration the most important 

issuses related to fatique estimation. 

3.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For fatique assessment, the probabilistic method was 

depended on frequency to describe waves as random process 

in which the load consedered as power spectral density (PSD) 

to evaluate wave forces on steel jacket platform as 

recommended in many refrences to get on force on structure 

followed by the calculating stresses. In the firest, the problem 

starts as presentation sea state using pierson-Moskwitz 

spectrum [14] which described by two parameters (significant 

wave height and zero up crossing period). Second, the wave 

theory adopted here to estimate the water particle velocity 

and acceleration was Airy wave theory, and these are 

inputted into Morison's equation to estimate the structure 

member forces. Third step is  the evalution the internal force 

on structure (finding normial stresses in tubular members 

and in the considered joints) by using finite element methods 

(FEM) via SAP2000 V.19 program. The stresses were 

calculated for 15 sea state. Analysis of steel jacket platform 

was investicated for two cases, in the first case for fixed 

support ( neglecting soil effect) while the second for case for 

pile-elastic support (soil effect was considered). After found 

stresses , the stress concentration factor (SCF) was multiplied 

to the nominal stresses to convert it to hot spot stress at joints, 

then finally goes to method of fatigue assessment by two 

approaches for which the first is is S-N curve (based on 

Palmgren-Miner rule) and the second is the fracture 

mechanics approach (FM).  

3.1 Sea State Formulation 

Figure 1 shows the irregular waves which depended on 

experimental measures of surface wave heights are analysed 

in a statistical sense to obtaining (wave spectra) and other 

statistical parameters in since the seas environments 

essentially are random processes and depends on physical 

parameters (water depth ,wind speed, wave height, wave 

period, mudline characteristics, and other factors). During a 

stochastic analysis of offshore structure the random 

(irregular) sea surface elevation can be approximated by a 

statistical model.So, the energy related the sea surface 

elevation is represented by a power spectral density function 

( also called as sea spectral ) [4].There are two special forms of 

a general stochastic process (random), which are the 

stationary, and ergodic processes, are frequently assumed in 

probabilistic analysis of offshore structure. 

If the probability distribution is independent on time, a 

process is called stationary. This implying that the statistics of 

a stationary process is not mannered by a shift in the time 

origin. This implying that the mean, mean square, variance, 

and standard deviation of the process do not  depend on 

time. The  ergodic properties of the process is one important 

concept in the stochastic (random) analysis in which the 

stationary process is called ergodic, if the time average of a 

stationary process is equal to the ensemble average [15,16]. 

The sea state has been observed to be stationary in statistical 

sense for a short period of time where in the short term 

descriped as the time history of sea surface elevation over a 

period of few hours ( three to six hours ) that represent to 

Gaussian distribution. Wave forecasting techniques allow us 

to determine the sea states that will occur during the life of 

the structure, and in particular the worst case, usually the sea 

state corresponding to a storm with a return period of 100 

years. A simplified description of the sea states from very 

small to extreme wave is presented in 15 sea state. In 

thiswork the seastate is description using the modified 

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum specified in terms of the 

significant wave height ( Hs ) and the zero up-crossing period 

(Tz) used in this present study which is given by the 

expression [16]: 

     (1) 

Where    is the spectral density of the sea surface 

elevation η(t), ω  is the frequency in rad/sec. 

3.2 Wave Load Calculations 

In this study to calculating the waves loads on a jacket 

platform joints a  four different subjectsare combined together 

in which the first one is the sea state modeling while the 

seond is related to the velocity and acceleration componetes 

estimation of wave theory that formulated by Airy theory[4]. 

Since any fluid as, water, air, etc... effects through a structure 

the particles of fluid is remote from original paths because 

structure is existed so the disturbing motion of these particles 
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is basically depended on the characteristics of the fluid and 

the structure leading to the  effect of the structure on wave 

movement is basically neglected when the ratio between 

diameter of the srtucture over water wave length is less than 

(0.2), and for this case the structure is typified as permeable 

structure (most offshore structures are cosidered as 

permeable structures) [18]. 

 
Figure 1 A number of regular wave profiles and representa-
tion of a random wave pattern [12].      

Considering (H) is the wave height, (T) is the wave period, w 

is the circular frequency of the wave )/2( T  , and  

)/2( LTK  is the wave number obtained from the 

dispersion relation. The fluid particle velocities and accerel-

erations are then given by Airy theory as: 

 

The force exerted on fixed vertical cylindrical pile and inclined 
pile by surface waves was first considered by Morison et al 
(1950) therefore the third step is applicable Morison equation 
to estimate the hydrodynamic force on a normal orientation of 
offshore member which consists of two parts-the drag force, 
and the inertia force [15-18].  
Morison's equation = Drag force + Inertia force 
The power spectral density function for this force is given as; 

  (7) 

The parameter (CD) is equal to(cd ρD/2, in kg/m2 ), and (CM) 

is equal to (cmρA, in kg/m). Th,e coefficients (drag 

coefficient, cd) and (inertia coefficient, cm ) are calculated from 

laboratory experiments indicate a general range of 0.6 to 1.2 

for  (cd), and 1.2 to 2 for  (cm )  depending up on flow 

conditions and surface roughness [17].  

One needs first to compute the variance of the water particle 

velocity,  σvx  which is a function of the velocity spectrum us-

ing the  coefficient in Morison's formula was written as: 

 
 

σvx: represents the standard deviation (m2 /s).  

The final step is transform the member forces to joint forces 

using equivalent virtual work principle.  

 

3.3 Formulation of the Structure  

The offshore structure is modeled via a finite element 

formulation and then analyzed by using SAP2000 V20 . The 

used element is BEAM element and it is modeled as a straight 

line which is  connected by two points at the ends. The mass 

of any element is assumed to be focused on point masses at 

each of its nodes, and distribution for element mass to these 

nodes is separated equally [19] and added massis assigned to 

each element lying below still water depth. The viscous 

damping is taken equals to 0.05 for all modes considering by 

the problem and the stiffness matrix iscalculted in similar 

manner asdefined by the program. For soil-structure (pile 

foundation) interaction , in this study the foundation is 

assumed to be rigid and the springs which representing the 

soil perform as uncoupled elements. This method is 

satisfactory and is the more popular approach used in 

modelling soil structure interaction. Based on this approach, 

formulae have been derived using elastic theory; 

 

Where; KH, and KV are the horizontal, and vertical stiffnesses 

respectively. Es is the modulus of elastisity of soils, Cu is 

undrain cohesion μ is poisson's ratio, and D is outer diameter 

the radius of circular base.  

3.4 Dynamic Analysis  

The dynamic analysis are concerned on two parts, the first 

deal with free vibration using eign value and eign vector 

analysis while the second part deals with forced vibration 

using power spectra density (PSD) in which the wave forces 

are formulated as power force density function in order to 

understand the dynamic behavior and  response of offshore 

structural system. Since offshore structures are made from 

welded tubular joints of varying complexity with respect to 
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size, shape, and load carrying capacity. These joints can be 

loaded in any combination of three modes. These include 

axial loading, out-of-plane (OPB), and inplane  (IPB) bending, 

illustrated in Figure 2 [16]. Due to the complexity of joint 

geometry and shell behaviour of welded tubular joints that 

govern local stresses are non-uniformly distributed. 

  
Figure 2 Illustration of IPB, OPB, and axial loading. 

3.5 Definition of Hot Spot Stress 

The hot spot stress is considered to control the complete 
fatigue life of a tubular welded joint. It is the stress at the 
weld toe calculated by manner of a linear extrapolation to the 
weld toe of the geometric stress. The definition is illustrated 
in Figure 2. The hot spot stress excludes the contribution to 
the stress concentration caused by the notch effect of the weld 
geometry. This definition is not stated very clearly in many 
design codes [16] and, depending on the code used, can result 
in misinterpretation of this important parameter, Hot spot 
stress= Nominal stress×Stress Concentration Factor, where 
nominal stress is obtained from SAP2000 rogram and a 
number of semi-empirical relations based on dimension and 
geometry of a joint are available in the literature to estimate 
the stress concentration factors. The relationship for K joint as 
given be Visser (1974), Kuang et al (1975) and Kellog (1976) 
are represented below; Visser formula for K joint for both 
chord and brace,  Kuang et al formulae for K joint, and Kellog 
formulae for K joint. 

3.6 Fatigue Life Estimation  

The prediction of fatigue damage in offshore steel structures 

is associated with a range of amplitudes and frequencies of 

environmental loadings, the complexity of stress distribution 

and the presence of flaws and cracks caused by different 

manufacturing and installation processes. The fatigue-

damage process in welded structures consists mostly of crack 

propagation. The inherent imperfections in the metal may 

significantly decrease the fatigue life of a structure as the 

fatigue cracks can grow readily from such inadvertently 

introduced cracks [16].  

3.6.1 S-N curve approach 

The S-N curves which serve as a measure of the fatigue 

resistance of the metal to applied load reversals, relates the 

applied stress range to the number of cycles to fracture of the 

metal. There are many S-N curves in existence based on 

experimental data for example: British Welding Institute (BS-

F) curve, American Welding Society (AWS-X) curve, the 

modified AWS-X curve, and DNV curve. These curves are 

shown in Figure 3. It may be noted that the BS-F curve exists 

only for the range of 105 to 2×106 cycles. Its application to high 

cycle fatigue damage is, therefore, based on extrapolation and 

may not be desirable. AWS-X modified curve is formed by 

the extension of the AWS-X curve's same slope for cycles 

greater than 2×106.                                                                                 

The basic design S-N curve is given by the following equation: 

 

Where; m = negative inverse slope of the S-N curve (  and 

 are used to describe the slopes of the left and right parts of 

two-sloped S-N curves. The S-N curve is used in the 

Palmgren-Miner rule to calculate the fatigue damage of a 

joint. The Palmgren- Miner's rule is stated in the words of 

Miner, "The number of cycles applied at a given stress level is 

proportional to the life expended. When the total damage by 

this concept reaches 100 percent, the fatigue specimen should 

fail". Miner's rule is based on linear accumulation of damage 

and is expressed as:  

 

Where DR is the damage ratio,  is the number of stress 

blocks considered, ni is the number of stress cycles for stress 

range block  i and Ni is the allowable number of stress cycles 

of stress range as given by S-N curve.  The fatigue damage 

given by Eq.( 14) is for a particular sea state. The total fatigue 

damage is taken as the summation over all the sea states of 

the damage caused by each sea state weighted by its 

probability of occurance. 

 

Where, TD is the total damage and Pi is the probability of 

occurrence of a sea state  J. Failure of the joint occurs when 

the total damage sums upto unity. The inverse of the total 

damage provides the predicted fatigue life of a welded joint 

[16.17]. 

3.6.2 Fracture mechanics approach 

Fatigue life of a welded joint is defined by the time-span 

needed in the growth of crack from the initial crack size  ai 

(original imperfactions) to the final crack size af (unstable 

length). The fatigue growth rate is believed to be a material 

property and is strongly dependent on the stress intensity 
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factor k. The parameter k is directly related to the applied 

stress, the crack length and the geometry of the joint and weld 

metal. Figure 2 for fatigue crack growth rate is integrated  to 

obtain the total number of cycles to failure Ń  as: 

 

Where; ai is initial crack size, af
 is final crack size,and 

C=4.5×10-12, m=3.3 are constant parameters which are 

experimentally evaluated, and σh weighted average stress 

range and the ratio of Ń/∑ni gives the fatigue life of the 

welded joint in years. 

3.7 Description of Offshore Structure 

The example for steel jacket platform analysed is a doubly 

symmetric as shown in Figure 3. This structure consist of 

many of tubular members. This steel jacket platform analysed 

is a doubly symmetric as shown in Figure 4. This structure 

consist of many of tubular members which basically call 

chord and brace. These members are as vertical members, 

horizontal members, and inclined members. The main reason 

of taken and selected this structure is related to the previous 

study of fatigue life estimation using frequency domain [16]. 

The details of a steel jacket platform are gven as: Height of 

structure = 50 m, Width of short side of frame = 15 m, Length 

of long side of frame = 30 m, Depth of water = 35 m, Weight 

of the deck =12500 tons, Drag coefficient (cD) = 1.4, Inertia 

coefficient (cm)  = 2, Damping ratio = 0.05, Diameter of 

column = 1 m, Wall thickness of column =0.04 m, Diameter of 

short horizontal = 0.5 m, Wall thickness of short horizontal = 

0.025 m, Diameter of short diagonal = 0.3 m, Wall thickness of 

short diagonal = 0.01 m, Diameter of long horizontal = 0.5 m, 

Wall thickness of long horizontal = 0.025 m, Diameter of long 

diagonal = 0.5 m, Wall thickness of long diagonal = 0.025 m, 

Length of pile foundation inside soil = 40 m, Diameter of pile 

foundation inside soil = 1 m, Wall thickness of pile 

foundation inside soil = 0.04 m. 

 

3.8 Sea state Estimation 

The first step is to estimation of sea state during one year 

period, herein 15 seastate were taken and used as given by 

[16]. To applied P-M equation, there are variable calls wave 

number, and denoted by (k) which is given by expression: 

 

From above expression it notice that wave number is vary 

with frequency change. Also, the peak frequency (ωm) of the 

wave is evaluating for each state of sea state [15]. The peak 

frequency depended on many variables as wind speed and 

fetch length as shown in Table 1. Therefore, Pierson-

Moskowitz valued are estimated for 15 seastates by equation 

1 and their values for sea state 13,14, and 15 are estimated for 

specified sea state 12 to 15 as shown figure 4. 

Table 1 Shows values of peak frequency (ωm) for 15 sea state 

 

 Figure 4 Shows sea surface elevation spectrum for sea state 
13,14, and 15. 

3.9 Determine of Morison's Equation 

The method of load estimation in this study depended on 

Morison's equation in which in this equation the 

hydrodynamic forces are divided in two terms (drag and 

inertia force) so that Morison's Equation are employed here to 

find the hydrodynamic forces for 15 sea states noting that its 

application is not in time domain but in frequency domain as 

power spectra density force which estimation by equation 7. 

The load which is estimated from Morison's equation based 

on statistic approach, and take 15 sea state when used 

Morison's equation, where transform function is applied in Figure 3  Short- and long side of the structure 
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terms of Morison's equation (drag and inertia) to get on 

statistical solution. Figure 5 shows shape of load applied on 

individual structure member for som sea states.  

From Figure 5,  it is so clearly that the loads of waves on the 

members of a steel jacket platform has significant variation 

according to the specific sea state but the peck load frequency 

is so closer for various sea state. Also, it notice that load shape 

is function of frequencies (curve form) between load square 

and frequencies (power spectral density), where  the load 

gradually starts in increasing until reaches to maximum value  

after that gradually decreases to very small value. These 

curves are obtained from Morison's equation and consist of  

two terms (drag and inertia). Notice that load depends on sea 

state, where increases with increment in significant wave 

height, therefore for sea state No.15 the load more than sea 

state No.14 etc...  

Since the meber forces depending on many factors as 

illustrating in equation 7 which leads to the resulting loads 

very from member to other. After member force estimation, 

these loads are transformed to the joints of jacket structures. 

Each joint take load which contributing from connected 

members that depending on the joint location, member 

orientation and geometry in the structure, therefore it is 

required a factor for each joint gets on load based on effect of 

above notes. Joints which are near the seabed (mudline) will 

take less load because intensity of waves reduce when remote 

from sea surface and near to seabed. Table 2 shows the variation of 

wave load with water depth as mentioned by the horizontal force 

factor (Fh) and vertical force factor Factor (Fv) 

 Figure 5 Shows shape of load applied on for sea state (SS) 

4,7,10,12,14, and 15. 

Table 2 Values of factors which represent vary load of waves with 

water depth. 

 

4.   APPLICATION 

4.1 Effect of Consideration Base of the Structure as 
Elastic Foundation 

At case the base of structure was elastic, the jacket platform is 

weakened under the loads effect. For representation this 

effecting we consider following two cases, . The first one is 

taken as the legs of the jacket platform are inside the soil and 

there are impedance developed from the soil in which the 

length of piles  inside the soil are 40 m while the second case 

is  a fixed base foundation. 

There are many various parameters are effected on the pile 

head impedance [4,16] which are based on soil properties 

such as unit weight, dynamic shear modulus, material 

damping, and Poisson's ratio. There are three types of soil 

[21], 1-Stiff, 2-Medium, and 3-Soft. The other properties for 

soil are same in each of three cases with respect to shear 

modulus. Clay soil is considered in this study and values of 

unit weight and other parameters are given below [19]. 

Unit weight of soil (kN/m²)=20, Material damping=0.03 for 

steel in air,0.05 for steel in water,0.15 for soil, Poisson's 

ratio=0.4, Modulus of elastisity of clay soil (Mpa)=24, and 

Undrain cohesion,( kN/m²)=48.Equations of elastic 

foundation are given in chapter three. Length of pile inside 

soil is ( 40 m ) and divided into ( 20 ) element each one is (2 

m) length and values kk  and kv for each element are 

ewstimated according equations 1 and 12 respectively. 

4.2 Model Analysis 

This work is carried out by analysis a steel jacket platform on 

two stages; 1- First case, by considering the base of structure 

as fixed base 2-Second case, by considering the base of  

structure as elastic foundation. In each case of representation 

of the foundation, the structure is analysed. The analysis 

consist of using one to six modes of the structure. The time 

periods, and frequencies are obtained. The Figures 6 and 7 

show the first three deformed mode shapes. The natural 

frequencies and periods of modes are obtained from this 

analysis for two cases of restraining condition of base of the 

structure. Table 3 shows values of natural frequencies and 

periods. From table  which deals with analysis of six modes 

for structure and found natural frequencies and periods 

where compared with proposed structure [4]. The differences 

were not exceed 30%, where difference was 29.429% for 

frequencies and 23.333% for periods (between  analysis 

structure during this study and proposed structure [16] ). The 

difference was 23.21% for frequencies and 21.052% for 

periods (between two cases of representation of structure 

base, first by cosideration the base was fixed,while second 

case considered elastic foundation). 
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Figure 6 Mode shapes for steel jacket platform (fixed base). 

 Figure 7 Mode shapes for steel jacket platform (e lasticbase). 

Table 5 Values of natural frequencies (ω) and periods (T).  

 

4.3 Stress Concentration Factors 

As a repercussion of structural representation, the fatigue 

analysis of a steel jacket platform is limited to the damage 

evaluation of the structural joint for the plane frame which is 

considered in this study. During present study we will deals 

with four joints ( J16, J4, J14, and J2) as shown in Figure 4. 

Two joints (J16 and J4) are situated near the still water level ( 

SWL ), and other ( J14 and J2) are situated near the mudline. 

The hot spot stresses are assumed at location of intersection 

each chord with brace. Commonly, the hot spot stress 

between the diagonal and horizontal member is forecasted to 

ridden maximum damage, therefore fatigue life is goveron in 

this location. The stress concentration factors are explained by 

Visser, Kuang et. al. , and Kellog as mentioned used to show 

the effect of the different in SCF on the fatigue failure which 

event in the welded joints. There are factors effect on values 

of SCF as diameter of member, thickness of member, angle 

between the members, etc.. . Table 4 below gives values of 

SCF depended on Visser, Kuang et. al. , and Kellog. 

Table  4 Shows values of stress concentration factor (SCF). 

 

4.4 Dynamic Response of the Structure 

There is response between the structure and external loads 

(waves loads ), and this response cause to incidence internal 

forces as axial force, shear, and bending moment, also the 

deformations and displacements are obtained. These are 

given by determined it from SAP2000 V20 program which is 

used in this work. 

4.5 The Structure response  

         The axial force is developed due to applied loads on the 

structure. It's generated in members of structure which are 

called chord and brace member. The bending moment is 

generated and also it's developed due to loads effect on the 

structure. The displacements are obtained during this 

analysis for a steel jacket platform. Two cases of 

determination the response of the structure, first case is a 

fixed base of the structure, while second case is  an elastic 

base of the .  

The obtaining on the stresses are important process during 

this study. SAP2000 V20 is used in this research. 

Determination of the stresses for each state of sea states are 

required to assess life of the joints. Figures 8 and 9 show 

values of the stresses for 15 sea states. Displacements and 

rotation are zero at the base of structure for case the base 

assumed fixed foundation where fixed prevents the transition 

and rotation, while the displacements and rotation were 

obtaining when considered the base assumed elastic 

foundation, but less than displacements at tip point of the 

structure because tip point is more effecting when waves 

loads are applied and also tip point was free. The stresses 

were obtaining for two cases, first case the base assumed 

fixed foundation and second case assumed elastic foundation. 

From two cases we noticed differences between values of the 

stresses where the stresses for elastic foundation are more and 

cause when we considered the base was elastic foundation, at 

this case the structure was weaker, therefore the fatigue 
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damage will be more. Significant wave height is effecting on 

the value of stress where with increasing in significant wave 

height noticed that the stresses increase, therefore the stresses 

in sea state No.15 more than sea state No.14 etc... 

 
Figure 7 Shows values of the stresses in Mpa for 15 sea state 

(the base of structure was fixed). 

 
Figure 8 Shows values of the stresses in Mpa for 15 sea state 

(the base of structure was elastic). 

4.6 Computation of Fatigue Life  

Fatigue life ( life of joint) is obtained based on knowledge or 

assess of fatigue damage at the joints ( four joints, two near 

SWL and two near mudline ). Two methods are used in this 

study to evaluate fatigue damage 1- S-N curve approach 

which is consisted of AWS-X modified, BS-F, and DNV as 

explained in refrence [20], 2- Fracture mechanics approach.  

4.6.1 S-N curve approach 

The fatigue damage for one year at the four joints mentioned 

above and caused by each sea state is determined and for 

brifly only joint J16 is given in Table 6 and joint J2 in table 7 

for case fixed base of the structure. The results in general that 

the fatigue damage will be increasing with the increment in 

significant wave height, but number of cycles also effect on 

results of fatigue damage. Also, figure 9 and 10 display 

fatigue damage for J14 (the base of structure was fixed) and 

fatigue damage for J4 (The base of structure was elastic) 

repectively.After obtaining on fatigue damage of 15 sea state 

for four joints now can to find the critical case (cumulative 

damage) of fatigue damage or life of structure by 

consideration effecting of sea states together as explain in 

Table 8 and 9. 

Table 6 Fatigue damage for joint J16 associatted to two support condi-

tions

  

Table 7 Fatigue damage for joint J2 associatted to two support conditions 

 

 
Figure 9 Fatigue damage for J14 (The base of structure was fixed)      
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Figure 10 Fatigue damage for J4 (The base of structure was 

elastic). 

Table 8 Shows value of fatigue damage. 

 

Table 9 Shows value of joint life in year 

 

4.6.2 Fracture mechanics approach 

Fracture mechanics (FM) is another method to evaluate the 

fatigue damage of joints. Basically, it's depended on princible 

of developed crack during life of the structure and growth of 

crack size from initial (ai) to final (af). Values of initial and 

final crack size are taken as (0.25, 0.50, 1.00) for intial and (5.0, 

7.5, 10.0) for final crack width respectively. The values of the 

constants (c, m) which are experimantally obtained as men-

tioned before in which the values of these constant 

parameters are represent properties of the material. The 

number of cycles generated due to ranges of stresses for each 

state of sea states are calculated from equations as mentioned 

in section 3.6.2. 

Herein, the fracture mechanics approach is used for two 

cases, 1- First case, by considering  the base of structure 

treated as fixed, and 2- Second case, by considering the base 

of structure treated as elastic foundation. Effect of two cases 

on fatigue analysis is discoursed in next sections. Values of 

the weighted average stress range as shown in Table 10 which  

calculated and for two cases of the base of structure. The (σh) 

is calculated depended on SCF from Kuang et. al. ( 1975 ). 

After that, we can to find the total number of cycles to failure 

as shown inTable 11 and finally it can to evaluate the age of 

joint ( life of the welded joints in years ) as given in Table 12. 

Table 10 Gives values of the weighted average stress range (MPa) 

 

Table 11 Values of (Ń ) based on different values of (ai and af ) and for two 

cases for representation of  base of the structure 

 

Table 12 Values of  age of joint in years  for  two cases of the base of struc-

ture 

 

From previous result, the assessment of fatigue damage (joint 

damage) or life of joint depended on range of stresses and 

number of cycles. When values of stresses increase the fatigue 

damage increases or in other word decreasing in the life of 

joint, but for number of cycles large effecting where 

sometimes we notice failure of joint with sea state less stress 

from other  sea states, this because number of cycles are more. 

Four joints were chosen in fatigue analysis, two near still 

water level (SWL) and two near mudline to give accepted 

analysis for fatigue. Life of J16 was more than J4 and both J16 

and J4 were more than J14 and J2 while J2 was more than J14 

and these differences because location of these joints 

according to effecting waves loads and the stresses which 

generate in these joints. There are differences between the 

methods which used for determine life of joints (S-N curves 

and fracture mechanics approach) also, there are differences 

between two cases from foundation representation where 

difference about (14%) for AWS-X modified curve, (13.8%) for 

BS-F curve, (13.84%) for DNV curve, and (16%) for fracture 

mechanics approach. 
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5. CONCOLUSIONS 

1- Using of Power Spectral Density (PSD) method in this 

work when evaluating the loads and analysis in the SAP2000 

V20 program to assess the life of structure as a result of 

fatigue. 

2 - Identify to the many of methods to find the age of the joint 

(life of structure) such as S-N curves, and fracture mechanics 

approach, where S-N curve consist of  AW-X modified, BF-S , 

and DNV curves. 

3. Note the difference in results where there is a difference 

between S-N curves,  and fracture mechanics method as well 

as a difference between the types of S-N curves. 

4 - Obtaining the natural frequencies and periods of the 

structure from the model analysis and comparison with the 

model from a previous study [4] where the difference was 

29.429% for frequencies and 23.333% for periods (between the 

analysis during this study and proposed structure [4]), while 

the difference was 23.21% for frequencies and 21.052% for 

periods (between two cases of representation of the structure 

base, fixed and elastic base ). 

5 - Note of the effecting of soil on the analysis of fatigue 

where noted that the impact of fatigue was more when the 

effect of soil was considered to the base of structure. 

6 - Discuss the difference of results S-N curves and fracture 

mechanics approach for two cases of the foundation, first by 

the representation of the base of structure as a fixed base, and 

second by the representation of the base of structure as an 

elastic base where there was a difference in the results 

between the two cases,where the difference was 14% when 

we used AWS-X modified curve, 13.8% for BS-F curve, 

13.84% for DNV curve, and 16% for fracture mechanics 

approach. 
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